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Introduction
Sorting is a kind of basic algorithm that is deeply researched and widely used. Sorting algorithms are utilized by many computer applications, which typcially include but will not limited to database system [1] and image processing applications [2] . Also all platforms have their respective implementations of various sorting algorithms. As hardware evolving, new sort implementations are continually emerging. Among them is parallel sorting, thanks to increasingly popular multi-core technology.
In the past few years, one of the major transitions in computer chip industry is from single cores to multiple cores. Processors based on multi-core micro-architecture become more and more popular. The two major types are today's CPUs and GPUs respectively. Among them are generations of Intel® Core™ Process Family and NVIDIA® GeForce series. For example, an Intel's multi-core CPU consists of multiple cores, each of which features sophisticated technologies such as out-of-order execution, hyper-threading, cache hierarchy, single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) instructions and etc. While a GPU processor can typically contains more cores called stream multi-processors, each of which contains more scalar processors that have the capable of execute a same instruction in concurrent. This makes GPU a good tool to accomplish missions that need process vast data in a same way. SIMD instructions is somewhat similar with those on GPU. Generally, a SIMD instruction can operate on a vector of data, which are stored in vector registers. Without exploiting this kind of parallelism, only a small fraction of computational power of a modern multi-core CPU can be utilized.
In this paper, a new optimized parallel sorting algorithm on CPU is proposed. It utilizes the multi-core CPU of 4th Generation Intel® Core™ Family [3] [4] [5] which provides new SIMD instructions, that is Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX) and Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 2 (Intel® AVX2) [7] . Performance comparisons with other state-of-the-art sorting algorithms are also provided.
v items into v SIMD registers. Items in these registers will be sorted and eventually form a small sorted data block end by end, which is then copied to memory by vector store instructions. To illustrate the sorting process, we can imagine that all items reside in a one-dimensional array, and the distance of two items is the difference of their indices of the array. During sorting process, bitonic sorting network will constantly pick two items to compare, and swap them if they are out of order. It is easily found that the distances of two items picked range from 2 1 v  , namely the first and the last item are picked, to 1, namely two adjacent items that reside in same vector register are picked. However, all forms of SIMD min/max instructions that are often used in a bitonic sorting network implementation take two SIMD registers as their input parameters. Two items to be compared must be chosen from different registers, whether they are in the same slot of the two registers or not. Due to lack of direct instruction to compare items in same register, it is essential to use data interchange instructions first to move one of each pair of items to be compared to another register before vertical comparison instructions can be used.
Chhugani [9] implemented a high performance bitonic sorting network in 128-bit wide SIMD instructions provided by Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE), Streaming SIMD Extensions 2 (SSE2) and Streaming SIMD Extensions 3 (SSE3). Given items to be sorted are 32-bit integers, each XMM register can hold 4 items. A 4X4 sorting network is used to sort these loaded integers. A lane refer to all the same slots in SIMD registers that holds data. Odd-even sorting network is used to sort each lane, before all the items reside in a lane can be transposed to a SIMD register. After then bitonic sorting network is used to sort 4 registers, SIMD instructions including min/max and shuffle are used.
Xiaochen Tian [10] implemented a bitonic merge sort algorithm on Intel® Xeon Phi CPUs, which provide Intel® AVX-512 instruction set. To reduce data shuffle operations, masked comparison operations (e.g. _mm512_mask_min_epi32) were used. However, the algorithm also rearrange data items in register after each iteration. 16 YMM registers. We implemented the bitonic sorting network against a quad-core Intel Core i7 CPU which based on the Haswell microarchitecture. Bitonic sorting network is used to sort a block of unsorted data items and merge two sorted lists step by step. The main contribution of this paper is: 1) propose a bitonic sorting network implementation utilize wider SIMD instructions and try to reduce data interchange between SIMD registers; 2) propose an optimized multi-way merge algorithm; 3) propose an merge process that can reduce data move times in memory. In the following section all the details are described, followed the fourth section that records the performance evaluation. The last section is conclusion.
Optimized Parallel Merge Sort
The basic process of our proposed implementation is very straightforward. First the unsorted input data list is divided into a certain number of data chunks, each of which is sorted by a single CPU core independently and concurrently. Then the multi-way merge [12] is used to partition these data chunks according to segments in the final sorted list, and gather data items for each such segment. The last process is to sort data items for all segments which can then form the final output. The first and last process are done both by recursively utilizing bitonic sorting network. All processes can be executed concurrently. In the remainder of this paper, notations below are used:
n Number of items of the input list. c Number of data chunks that will be merged by multi-way merge q Number of data segments that be produced by multi-way merge p Number of CPU cores.
k The width of a vector register. b The length of each item. l Number of items can be sorted by running bitonic sorting network once.
Bitonic Sorting Network
The number of input items of the bitonic sorting network is decided both by the capacity of vector registers and the length of each item. An YMM register has capacity 32 k  bytes, and in our performance evaluation items of input lists are 32-bit integers, namely 4 b  bytes. So an YMM register can contain 8 items, and the number of input items of the bitonic sorting network implemented by us is 
Initially Bitonic Sorting Network
If we divide the whole bitonic merge process to several steps by the unit length of input blocks to be merged in each step, then there are totally 6 steps, according to the unit lengths 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 respectively. The first three steps can be combined to one, because only min and max operations are used. Then there are 4 steps in a full sorting network. Same as [9] , each lane is sorted in ascending order at first. This is what step 1 does. But then, items are interleaved instead of being fully transposed for the next comparison. During merging, items are always stored in lane order. After the second step, each even indexed lane and its next lane stores 16 sorted items end by end. After the last step, all sorted items stored in lanes as showed in Figure 1 (a). We try to reduce data interchange operations in each step as few as possible.
Now there is a branch in remainder of the process: if a full sorted output block is essential, sorted items must be transposed before they are stored to memory; if two partially sorted blocks (each contains / 2 32 l  items) is enough, then YMM registers that contains the result will be permuted so that all the higher half part of them will be moved together to form one output block, so does all the lower half part to form the other. In most cases items are stored in partially sorted style, except that multi-way merge is to be used next or this is the last step of the 
Intermediate Results
As stated above, items can be rearranged in two different ways before stored to memory. In practice, AVX/AVX2 instructions can take three or more parameters, for example, a permutation instruction takes four parameters, namely two source registers, one destination register and one mask integer. Then one half of YMM registers can be used to hold sorted data, the other hold the rearranged results. So in any case the registers used as source of vector store instructions can be the same, so does the items in them, only difference is the layouts of items. As shown in Figure 1 (b) , items in lower 4 lanes of YMM0 ~ YMM7 are permuted into YMM12 ~ YMM15, which is in partially sorted layout.
When all items are initially sorted by a full bitonic sorting network, small blocks can now be merged to longer lists recursively. When merging is necessary, the way to merge is same as in [9] , items are loaded from each list respectively. Here only the last step of a bitonic sorting network is executed, because the unit length of blocks is 32. Recall that the data being loaded has two possible layouts, If they are partially sorted, 12 instructions are needed to load and place them in lane order; and if they are fully sorted, 18 instructions are needed, including gather instructions that supporting load non-continuous items based on certain rules (base memory address, scale and mask), which are a new kind of operations in AVX2. 
Only Copy
There is one more point need to be pointed out-two data blocks should be merged only when they contains items that are out of order. Otherwise the merging is redundant. Even the last step of bitonic sorting network needs 102 instructions. In performance evaluation, data sets used are all in uniform distribution. It is found that whatever the length of a list, there are chance of 12% ~ 15% that two data blocks to be merged are in order. Combine the two, it is worthwhile to know whether two data blocks are in order or not. The instructions used are two extract instructions, which extract higher half part of an YMM register to a XMM register and then extract the highest item from it afterwards. During merging process, higher half of YMM registers are always filled first. Each time when one block is loaded, the maximum item in it is extracted, if it is not greater than the minimum of the remainder items, then these items are stored to memory directly. Otherwise, the other block that contains the minimum item is loaded into lower half of YMM registers. After two blocks are merged, lower half of the result is stored to memory. Algorithm 2 illustrates the process stated above.
Algorithm 2 Bitonic Merge
Input: sorted source lists S1, S2, destination list S3, input state T1, output state T2 {state indicates partially or full sorted} 1 load items from a source list, rearrange them base on T1 2 while there are unmerged items do 3 S ← list contains minimal unmerged item or the only one contains unmerged items 4
RMax ← the maximum item in registers 5
LMin ← the minimum item in S 6
if RMax  LMin then 7 rearrange items in registers base on T2, store them to S3 8 load items from S, rearrange them base on T1 9 else 10 load items from S, rearrange them base on T1 11 merge two loaded blocks 12 rearrange the lower half of result base on T2, store them to S3 13 end if 14 end while
Multi-Way Merge
When the number of sorted data chunks is small, say 2 c q  , the multi-way merge algorithm described in [12] is used to evenly assign remainder merging tasks to CPU cores. Like the respectively sorted chunks, the final sorted output can also be divided evenly to q data segments, what multi-way merge can do is to find each final segment's items from sorted chunks and aggregate them together. Then each segment can be merged independently and concurrently. To achieve the goal, all the boundaries that partition items which belong to different segments are found in all sorted data chunks.
Boundaries of a partitioning are formed by items in different data chunks. Suppose that the maximum value within the partitioning is max L , the minimum value within the upper boundary is min R , a correct partitioning must satisfy two requirements: The ordering requirement is that all items within a partitioning must have values less than or equal to all values of elements lying on its upper boundary, namely max min L R  ; and the distance requirement is that the total number of included elements must be / n q . The lowest boundary is already known which is formed by all the first element of data chunks, the upper boundary of a partitioning is guessed first, which ensure that the partitioning satisfy the distance requirement. Followed several times of inspections and adjustments will ensure the partitioning satisfy the both. Partitioning can be found by this recursive looking up process because the upper boundary of current partitioning is also the lower boundary of the next partitioning.
The algorithm in [12] is a bit inefficient when it traverse items to find max L and min R . The conditions used to check ordering requirement are also a bit complex. Given that the iteration complexity and simpler judging condition. For each traversed item, a key-value pair is created, of which the key and value is the value and index of the item, respectively. Two binary tree is built based on these key-value pairs first, which takes ( log( ) ) O c c . The tree used to find min R is built with a less comparator, such that the root of the tree always holds the information of min R . Similarly, the tree used to find max L is built with a greater comparator, such that the root of the tree always holds the information of max L . Just a simple comparison on the keys of the two root nodes is enough to know whether the ordering requirement is satisfied. The complexity of get root nodes is only (1) O . The process of adjustment is also easy. Two root nodes and at most 2 more nodes which have the same index value with any of the two roots will be deleted. New nodes added after adjustment are also come from the same data chunks which the old root nodes lying in. All these operations need (log( )) O c complexity. To implement tree structure, multi-map container in C++ STL library is used, which is based on a red-black tree. Sum up all above, the computing complexity of bounds looking up process can be readily known. Algorithm 3 illustrates the process stated above. 
Algorithm 3 Multi-way Merge

Data Moving
After multi-way merge complete, blocks in same segment are merged. Bitonic sorting network are used again. It is known that merge sort is a kind of memory-bound operation. To speed up the merging process, we use low latency instructions as most as possible. We also try to optimize the merging process by reduce the data copying times.
Aligned Vector Memory Operations
Only aligned SIMD vector load and store instructions are used in our bitonic sorting network implementation. So the start memory address of input data array and temporary buffer must be both 32-byte aligned. And without loss of generality, all the data lists used for performance evaluation have length that is multiple of 64. However, it is almost certain that multi-way merge will produce data blocks that has start and/or end addresses are not 32-byte aligned. These data blocks need to be adjusted before aligned load instructions can be used.
The length of a final sorted segment which was stated above, namely / n q , can be set to multiple of 32. At the end of multi-way merge data blocks belongs to a same final segment will be copied together in a contiguous place in temporary buffer. Before copying, two more 315 tasks are done: one is to make all the start and end address of a block in new array is 32-bye aligned, and the other is to know the length of each data block, since they are to be copied according to the descending order of their length which is prepared for the next optimized merging.
To attain these goals, memory addresses of lower and upper boundary of each data block are checked. If the address of a lower boundary is not 32-byte aligned, then the nearest successive item which has 32-byte aligned address becomes the new lower boundary; and if the address of an upper bound is not 32-byte aligned, then the nearest previous item which has 32-byte aligned address is chosen as the new upper boundary. Items between old and new boundary are copied to one of two temporary vectors and then sorted. Vectors are allocated use 32 byte aligned allocator, too. Because the length of each segment is multiple of 32, so is the length of each data block, it is not difficult to found that, the number of items that copied to vectors is also multiple of 32. They can then be copied to temporary buffer as extra blocks and merged with others. So except boundary looking up process and copying items to vectors, all the other memory operations use aligned instructions. 
Ways to Reduce Data Copying
Besides utilizing aligned vector load and store instructions, the other way to optimizing memory operation is to reduce memory operations as much as possible. We have carefully designed the merging process in the last step so that data moving times between input data segments and their temporary buffers are dropped.
Before describing the merging process, one thing must be clarified. If two data blocks lies in a contiguous chunk of memory end to end, then the same chunk cannot be used as the destination of output, since the merged output will likely overwrite the unmerged inputs. Copying data to a temporary buffer is necessary to avoid overwrite. The thing is, only copying the data block that lying in the lower memory space is enough. Regardless of the length of two data blocks, if the data block in front of the memory space is moved to buffer, then the chunk of memory can safely store merged results. Based on it we reduced the data moving in merging process.
We started at temporary buffer. All blocks are copied here after boundary looking up complete, and recall that block are stored in descending order of their length. Blocks are merged from the head of the buffer to the tail, while merged results are placed into input segment from tail to head. There is a block stay in the tail of the temporary buffer, if the number of blocks in the buffer are odd; otherwise the merged result of the last two blocks will placed to the head of the temporary buffer. The space is enough to hold the result of the two, because the Then the number of blocks lying in the input segment may be more than one. If the block in the temporary buffer are stored in the head, then merged output yielded by blocks lying in the input segment are stored from the tail of the buffer to the head. If the number of blocks in the input segment are odd, then the first block in the buffer will be merged into the input segment with the last block in the input segment. On the other hand, if the block in the temporary buffer is stored at the tail, and the number of blocks in input segment is odd, the two first block are merged, stored at the tail of the buffer. Other blocks are merged successively.
On the whole, our goal is to ensure the temporary buffer is never empty so that memory copying in merging process can be decreased. When the total number of unmerged blocks is more than two, the process of merging is as stated above and illustrated in Algorithm 4; so that when the number of blocks is two, they can be merged into the input directly.
Performance Evaluation
The machine used for performance evaluation has an Intel Core i7 4700MQ CPU which works at 3100MHz. The CPU has four cores that can deliver 8 threads via Intel HyperThreading Technology. The chip on mainboard has two dual-channel DDR3 memory controllers which provides 1600MHz memory clock frequency. The total capacity of main memory is 16GB. The operating system and compiler used is Windows 10 and Visual Studio 2013, respectively. All the results are average values attained by running test application 30 times. In figures below, all the axes are logarithmic which base is 2.
First we compared our bitonic sorting network with other two algorithms in single thread. One is the sort function in C++ standard library which uses quicksort; the other is spread sort introduced in Boost library 1.58 which uses radix sort for large data sets. In Figure 2 we can see that our bitonic sorting network is strikingly faster than the sort function in C++ standard library. The speed is never lower than twice of the latter. Our bitonic network also outperform the spread sort, although the gap is narrow when the length of data sets is huge. Next we tested multi-way merge with multi-threads. From Figure 3 we can see that when we use 8 threads, the performance get a noticeable improvement. This shows that our implementation can also benefit from hyper-threading. So we use 8 threads for the following tests. In Figure 4 we show the performance of our multi-threaded sorting implementation, which can sort one billion 32-bit integers in 17 seconds. 
Conclusion
We proposed a new parallel sorting implementation which utilizes new AVX instructions. Data are stored by lanes when they are being sorted in vector registers, which reduces the number of SIMD instructions needed. Our single thread bitonic network strikingly outperform the sort function in C++ standard library, so does the radix sorting implementation in Boost library. Our multi-threaded algorithm can sort one billion integers in less than 17 seconds.
